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Avelina Ramsay despairs that she will never fall in love. Though every lad she meets is entranced

by her comeliness, shyness prevents her from speaking with them. Part of what silences her is the

fear that beauty is all she has to offer. She longs for something more, for a deeper calling and sense

of purpose, for a stronger connection with a lad. Desperate for help, Lina leaves home to stay with

Jennie Cameron, her closest childhood friend. There, at the Cameron keep, Lina will meet the

Highlander of her dreams and discover that her destiny is much richer than she ever could have

dreamed. As soon as he encounters Avelina Ramsay, Drew Menzie feels an overwhelming need to

protect her. Never before has he met a lass who is at once so comely, so kind, and so strong. For

reasons he keeps to himself, Drew does not wish to settle down and take a wife, but he cannot deny

that Lina calls to him like no other lass. So when a neighboring clan threatens her, he steps forward

to act as her protector. Little does he know that protecting Lina will prove a complicated task, for she

has newly discovered otherworldly abilities that both set her apart and make her a target. Lina and

Drew have the potential for a blissful, harmonious future, but conflict is about to shake the

Highlandsâ€”and Lina is fated to play a pivotal part in the outcome.
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1.5 stars.I am so greatful this is the last book of the series. There is so much I disliked abut this

book I don't know where to begin.First, I hated the hero Drew. He was a manwhore and even after

meeting Avelina, he took a wench in the kitchen. This strikes out at my biggest pet peeves. Granted

he didn't "cheat" but he still had feelings for her and did what he did. The lame ass excuse of.. well

he did it because he wanted Avelina and couldn't have her cause she innocent just doesn't wash

with me. I also hated the lame ass heroine (Avelina) for forgiving him because a man has needs.

Please, spare me. She should have dropped him then and there. She was just as lame as the hero

IMHO.As for the writing, the dialogue is at times childish and immature, there are too many

inconsistancies in the storyline than I care to detail, and the characters are flat and uninteresting,

having no personality.Another thing that was irritating, was the authors failure of creating a dislikable

antagonist. I didn't hate him but felt sorry for him. In fact I was hoping the heroine would have

married him instead of the hero. SHe prtrays him as abused by his parents, all his life. Ridiculed by

his clan members for no reason. A man only seeking to gain the attention and love of his parents.

Yet he is constantly getting punched in the face by the "hero" who is more of a piece of s*** than the

antagoinst.I also tire of all the filler about the 200 clan childtren and the useless boring activites of

the family life. How much can one read about a swimming in a loch?The epilogue was better than in

the last book, at least it was about the main characters.
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